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Abstract

We explore the integration of firm real-time processing—where processing completed after its deadline has no value but some jobs may be terminated or skipped—into an integrated real-time system managing hard, soft, and non-real-time processes. We show that it is feasible to add firm real-time processing to an integrated environment and that concurrently executing soft real-time processes can benefit from the slack made available from dropped firm real-time jobs. We examine how dropping jobs of firm real-time tasks using different static and dynamic drop patterns reduces deadline misses of soft real-time tasks. Our results show that even a simple static drop pattern results in noticeable performance gain for other soft real-time processes and we argue that our dynamic approach, once implemented, will produce even better results.

1 Introduction

The boundaries between real-time and best effort computing are becoming increasingly blurred. In the beginning real-time was understood as what refers now to hard real-time—processes whose tasks are not allowed to miss any deadline. Particularly in the multimedia domain, many applications exist which are not necessarily required to meet all of their deadlines. These soft real-time processes vary broadly in their requirements and many subclasses have been identified [3]. In order to achieve better CPU utilization, schedulers supporting soft real-time processing can let such processes enter the system even though their deadlines cannot always be guaranteed. At the same time they need to ensure that in case of high system load hard real-time deadlines are still met and best-effort processes are not starved.

Lin and Brandt showed that in an integrated environment supporting hard, soft, and non-real-time processes, soft real-time processes can benefit greatly from dynamic slack generated by both hard and soft real-time processes [7]. Firm real-time [14], or weakly hard real-time [1] tasks, only need to meet a certain number of deadlines, allowing a certain number of jobs to be skipped. Our goal is to extend our integrated real-time system [3] to natively support firm real-time processing, and to exploit the firm real-time property to increase the amount of available slack—at exactly the right time—to further improve the performance of soft real-time and best-effort processes.

2 Related Work

In the literature firm real-time is viewed as a hybrid category between hard and soft real-time. Firm real-time processes are always required to meet a certain amount of deadlines in a given time window, described by a certain number of consecutive invocations. Different opinions exist about the value and handling of tasks missing deadlines. The approaches range from letting late tasks finish at low priority or aborting their execution, without providing any results to the application.

Traditionally deadline misses for RT processes have been expressed as a maximum allowable loss percentage, also referred to as Skip-Over Model [8]. This description is insufficient for firm real-time applications because it assumes that deadline misses are adequately spaced. The approach taken by Hamadaoui and Ramanathan characterizes firm real-time processes by using \((m, k)\)-firm deadlines, defined as meeting \(m\) deadlines out of \(k\) consecutive task invocations of a process [9]. While this approach was targeting multimedia streams in a Network, Quan and Hu [12] explicitly tackle CPU scheduling as an application domain for \((m, k)\)-firm constraints. A similar approach was taken in a series of three papers by Burns and various colleagues from the University of York [1, 5, 2]. These approaches continue processing of late results at low rates, while others assume that late results have no value.

Marchand and Silly-Chetto describe a dynamic slack stealing algorithm based on an Earliest Deadline Latest scheduler [10]. It discards selected task instances without

\footnote{They prefer the term Weakly Hard Real-Time}
violating firm real-time constraints set by the application. The focus is on optimizing the response time of aperiodic tasks in the presence of firm real-time workloads. An approach with the same intent has been undertaken by Thomas et al. [13] pointing out that in general the major part of available slack is non-uniformly distributed. Niu and Quan [11] provide a proof that in static drop patterns uniformly distributed slack (created by dropped firm real-time tasks) provides optimal performance for DVS systems. Xiu et al. [14] use Markov Chains to characterize the behavior of firm real-time processes which allows task models different from the previously used periodic/aperiodic ones. Their approach is intended for use in networked feedback control systems where the result of one task execution influences the next. Here also tasks are dropped rather than results delivered late.

3 Integrating firm real-time into an integrated environment

We follow the newer approaches [10, 14, 11, 13], that late results do not have any value for a firm real-time application. This implies that firm real-time tasks are not scheduled if they cannot meet their deadlines and terminated at their deadline if they have not finished by then. Such a behavior can be illustrated using a process decoding a video stream in a fully loaded system. When video frames are delivered late the playback is perceived as choppy. Skipping frames and ensuring the next frames are delivered on time may be less disturbing and might not be noticeable for the spectator, depending on the content of the skipped scene. One might argue that contemporary personal computers need only a fraction of their CPU time for decoding a video, but in case of interrupts caused by mixed workloads continuous playback might not be feasible. Considering small mobile devices with a fraction of the processing power of a PC this approach becomes more sensible; video on mobile phones is becoming very popular in Europe. Giving the resources to a video process as if it were a hard real-time task might not leave resources for other functionalities or might not be possible at all because of resource limitations.

The RAD model [3] characterizes real-time processes by their resource needs (how much?) in relation to their dispatching requirements (when?). It distinguishes hard real-time, best-effort and soft real-time processes, the latter subdivided into missed-deadline, resource-adaptive, and rate-based soft real-time. In this model, firm real-time is a hybrid category between hard real-time and resource-adaptive soft real-time (Figure 3). A firm real-time process can lower its resource consumption by dropping jobs, but the minimum service has to be guaranteed. Therefore firm real-time workloads can be described as consisting of two parts: a hard real-time part representing the process minimum requirements and a resource-adaptive part. How to support these tasks and optimally exploit the resource adaptive part for performance improvements of other tasks is the subject of our current research.

After choosing to skip permissible jobs of firm real-time tasks in favor of soft real-time tasks in cases of high system load, the question is which ones to skip. We evaluate the gain of compromising firm real-time tasks for soft real-time performance in a dynamic integrated system. We use the $(m, k)$ model to discuss static and dynamic approaches for dropping firm real-time jobs searching for an optimal approach. Preliminary results confirm that static patterns work well. We are investigating dynamic dropping strategies and expect them to deliver superior results.

3.1 Exploiting the characteristics of firm real-time

After deciding to drop jobs of firm real-time tasks the difficulty is to do it in way that a) the minimum requirements are still met and b) other processes can make optimal use of the generated slack. Different static approaches (drop patterns) were examined by Koren and Shasha [8] and Niu and Quan [11]. In the former $k$ consecutive executions form a static window during which the same $m$ tasks are always executed, in the deeply red pattern that are always the first ones. It is obvious that the drop pattern can be chosen arbitrarily, since the pattern is chosen once for all windows (Figure 2(a)).

Niu and Quan [11] prove that among the static patterns a uniform distribution for dropped tasks provides optimal performance. As shown in Figure 2(b) an $(m, k)$-firm constraint with $k - m \geq 2$ can be satisfied by dropping a sin-
Figure 2. Firm real-time process with (3, 5) constraints using different drop patterns

(a) a static drop pattern (deeply red)

(b) arbitrary drop-1 pattern

(c) dynamic drop pattern

Figure 3. Firm real-time process violating its (3, 5) constraints

3.2 Preliminary Implementation

We extended the BACKSLASH slack scheduling algorithm [7] in the RBED framework [3] for the Linux 2.6.8.1 Kernel with firm real-time capabilities. For validation, we first implemented the simplest static pattern, deeply red, described in Section 3.1. We plan to implement the other static dropping patterns and the dynamic drop mechanism in our future work. Since we consider firm real-time as a subclass of soft real-time, we extended the soft real-time specification with a subtype for firm real-time adding parameters for $m$ and $k$. We use the firm real-time semantics described in Section 3, in case of high system load only scheduling the firm real-time tasks needed to fulfill the basic requirements.

Firm real-time processing requires that applications properly handle dropped jobs. Even though this may sound like a fundamental change, in current applications this is not the case. Video applications in the early days of personal computers introduced the concept of skipping frames (tasks) to prevent the output from looking choppy on slower machines. Using our scheduler, an application receiving the result of a non-consecutive job (or frame) can assume that the execution of the intermediate ones has been skipped and continue without waiting for them.

In order to simulate this behavior with a workload generator, we implement a system call to query a flag, indicating whether the current task is going to be executed or not. In case the flag indicates a task drop the process sleeps until the next task release without consuming further CPU resources. This corresponds to a task drop by the scheduler in case of fully firm real-time capable applications.

3.3 Preliminary results

Our sample workload includes 2 hard real-time processes accounting for 20% of the workload, a firm real-time process with 28% and (3, 5) constraints of (m, 5) and one soft real-time process with 50%, detailed in Table 1. We reserve 2% of CPU utilization for the best-effort processes. We compare the performance of soft real-time processes in the presence of a firm real-time process conventionally scheduled as hard real-time to scheduling it as firm real-time with varying parameters for $m$. Since several sources [6, 13, 11] indicate that the distribution of the slack and the consuming tasks influences reclaimable slack we also vary the period length of the soft real-time task while keeping the workload constant by changing the execution time accordingly.

Figure 4 shows the deadline miss ratio of the soft real-time task as a function of its period. The first curve (HRT) in the figure represents a firm real-time task scheduled as hard real-time without dropping jobs; the other three curves (FRT-1) represent respectively the case that $m$ jobs of the
firm real-time task will be dropped consecutively in every $k = 5$ jobs.

As we can see, compared to non-drop mechanism (HRT), the static drop pattern always results in equal or lower soft real-time deadline miss ratio for the sample workload.

4 Conclusion and Future work

In this paper we describe the characteristics of firm real-time processes and discuss several approaches to exploiting them in order to generate slack for other process classes, in particular soft real-time processes. We provide an implementation as an extension for the RBED scheduler for Linux using a simple deeply red drop pattern. The results of this first prototype, greatly improving soft real-time performance, encourage us to explore the potential of optimized static and dynamic drop patterns. Our future work will include implementing and testing the performance of the remaining approaches for task dropping and proving that exploiting firm real-time characteristics always results in better or equal performance for soft real-time tasks. Even though we can improve soft real-time performance by dropping firm real-time tasks, the question if it is worth it has to be answered. Therefore future work will also include investigating this question along the lines of the Dynamic Quality of Service management (DQM) approach previously examined by Brandt et al. [4].
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